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Single cell growth rate and morphological
dynamics revealing an “opportunistic” persistence†
Bing Li,a Yong Qiu,*a Andrew Glidle,b Jon Cooper,b HanChang Shia and HuaBing Yin*b
Bacteria persistence is a well-known phenomenon, where a small fraction of cells in an isogenic population
are able to survive high doses of antibiotic treatment. Since the persistence is often associated with single
cell behaviour, the ability to study the dynamic response of individual cells to antibiotics is critical. In this
work, we developed a gradient microﬂuidic system that enables long-term tracking of single cell
morphology under a wide range of inhibitor concentrations. From time-lapse images, we calculated
bacterial growth rates based on the variations in cell mass and in cell number. Using E. coli and
Comamonas denitriﬁcans to amoxicillin inhibition as model systems, we found the IC50 determined via
both methods are in a good agreement. Importantly, the growth rates together with morphological
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dynamics of individual cells has led to the discovery of a new form of persistence to amoxicillin. Normal
cells that are sensitive to amoxicillin gain persistence or recover from the killing process, if they have had
an opportunity to utilise the cytoplasm released from lysed cells close-by. We term this acquired
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persistence in normal growing cells “opportunistic persistence”. This ﬁnding might shed new insights into
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bioﬁlm resistance and the eﬀect of antibiotics on environmental microbes.

Introduction
Bacterial persistence has been well known since 1940s when it
was found that high doses of antibiotics were unable to kill all
the cells in an isogenic population – a small fraction of cells
“persist”.1 When recultured, these persister bacteria regrew to
form a similarly isogenic population that likewise could not be
completely killed. In recent years, this situation has been
compounded by the intensive use of antibiotics which has led to
widespread bacterial resistance. This is becoming a serious
threat to public heath.2–4 Furthermore, the rapid accumulation
of antibiotics in the environment is now imposing dramatically
increased stress on nature's microbes.
Currently, conventional bacterial growth inhibition tests are
commonly used as a standard measure of the adverse eﬀects of
antibiotics. Two widely used methods include optical density
(OD) measurement5–7 and plate dilution methods.8 The former
a
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is an indirect measure of cell density, based on the assumption
that cell dry mass is proportional to light absorbance, whereas
the latter counts the viability of cells. Both methods quantify the
antibiotic potency as the half maximal inhibitory concentration
(IC50)9 or minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC).10 However,
discrepancies in growth parameters derived from two methods
exist and are dependent on bacteria species and culture
conditions.11–13 Furthermore, both methods are end-point
measurements, and involve manual operation. This signicantly limits their use for investigating heterogeneous
responses to antibiotic stress,14 especially in respect of
subpopulations, such as persister cells, whose formation
changes in a uctuating environment.15
Microuidics has become an attractive tool for single cell
analysis.16–20 Trapping bacterial cells on chip using geometrical
barriers15,20,21 or with agarose gel22 has been demonstrated,
allowing time-lapse observations of single cells. Through in situ
tracking of growth rates of individual cells, persister cells were
identied from normal growing cells.15 The powerful capability
of microuidics in controlling microows have been explored in
many cases, including the creation of a single cell chemostat,23
programmable delivery of culture medium,15 and the generation of concentration gradients for various investigations.24–26
Recently, we have developed a simple, gradient microuidic
system for rapid bacterial growth inhibition testing.27 It
employs the assembly of a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) chip
and a thin agarose membrane to establish steady concentration
gradients of inhibitors over a monolayer of bacteria. The system
enables long-term tracking of morphological dynamics of
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individual bacteria under a wide range of inhibitor
concentrations.
In this report we rst illustrate this method using a model
system with Escherichia coli (E. coli) and amoxicillin. We calculated bacterial growth rates based on the variations in cell mass
and in cell number, and evaluated their eﬀectiveness for
assessing antibiotic inhibition potency. The growth rates,
together with morphological dynamics of individual cells, were
used to quantitatively evaluate individual responses to the
stress. This led to the discovery of a new form of persistence in
the amoxicillin killing process. Interestingly, the behaviour was
also found in a naturally occurring bacteria Comamonas denitricans – an environmental denitrifying bacterium.

Materials and methods
Microuidic chip for single-layer cell culture
The microuidic device developed in this study is shown in
Fig. 1. It contains an assembly of a coverslip glass, a thin
agarose gel membrane and a PDMS chip (Fig. 1). A monolayer of
bacteria were trapped and grew between the agarose membrane
and the coverslip. The PDMS chip was made by replica
moulding as follows. Briey, a mixture of PDMS oligomer and
curing agent (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning) in a ratio of 10 : 1 was
cast against a master to give a chip thickness of 5 mm. This
was cured at 70  C overnight. The chip consists of two parallel
channels at a distance of 1 mm apart. The length, width and
depth dimensions of each channel are 13 mm  500 mm 
500 mm.
The thin agarose gel membrane was made from a 2%
agarose solution (Sigma-Aldrich) in deionised water. The solution was autoclaved and stored at 4  C prior to use. The sterilised agarose gel solution was melted and cast between two
clean coverslips separated by a 250 mm thick PDMS spacer.
Within 20 minutes at room temperature, the membrane
formed. Aer removal of the top coverslip and the PDMS spacer,
the formed membrane was slid onto the channel side of an
upturned PDMS chip. All the components were sterilised prior
to use.
To form the monolayer of bacteria, 3 mL of a bacterial
suspension (OD600 in the range of 0.05–0.08) was dispensed
onto the centre of the agarose gel membrane, and immediately
covered with a coverslip. This led to a monolayer of bacteria
being trapped between the gel membrane and a coverslip
substrate (Fig. 1, enlarged view). The whole assembly was

Fig. 1 Conﬁguration of the three-layered microﬂuidic device (left) and
enlarged view of the bacteria layer (right). A steady concentration
gradient of an inhibitor is established between the “source” and “sink”
channels.
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clamped in a plastic holder made in house. The operation was
performed in a biological safety hood.
Bacterial strains and chemicals
E. coli (ATCC 25922, ATCC, USA) was used as the model bacteria
because of the abundance of reference information available.
Prior to inhibition experiments, E. coli were cultured in Luria–
Bertani (LB) broth in a shaker at 150 rpm at 37  C. When the
optical density of a bacterial suspension at 600 nm (OD600)
reached about 0.6–0.8, indicating the exponential growth stage,
bacteria were harvested by centrifugation at 5000 rpm for 1 min,
washed three times with phosphate buﬀer saline (PBS) and resuspended in fresh LB broth. The bacterial suspension was
diluted to reach an OD600 value of about 0.08 for inhibition
tests on the microuidic device.
Comamonas denitricans (ATCC 700936, ATCC, USA) is a
denitrifying bacterium isolated from activated sludge known for
its unique properties of reducing nitrate to nitrogen gas both in
aerobic and anaerobic conditions.16 It can be used in a toxicity
assay of wastewater. Prior to inhibition experiments, bacteria
were cultured in nutrient broth in a shaker at 150 rpm under
30  C. The following procedures are same as E. coli for the tests
on the microuidic device.
Amoxicillin (MW ¼ 419.46 Da, Sigma-Aldrich) was prepared
as a 2.0 g L1 stock solution in deionised water and then diluted
in LB broth or nutrient broth to the required concentration.
On-chip bacterial growth inhibition tests
On chip inhibition tests were conducted by delivering “source”
and “sink” solutions through the two parallel channels in the
chip (Fig. 1). The solutions were continuously delivered into the
chip at a speed of 5 mL min1 (i.e. linear velocity of 0.33 mm s1
within the source and sink channels) by a syringe pump (NE4000, New Era Pump Systems Inc.). The continuous ow culture
provided constant nutrient supply and removal of metabolic
waste. A solution of 5 mg L1 amoxicillin in the appropriate
broth for each bacteria was used as the “source” and a blank
broth as the “sink”. All experiments were performed at room
temperature (22  C), in line with a commonly found habitat
temperature for bacteria in the environment. At least three
replicate experiments were conducted for each of the conditions
reported below.
Image and data processing
Time-lapse image acquisition was carried out using an inverted
uorescence microscope (Zeiss AxioObserver Z1) equipped with
an automated stage and a 40 objective lens. Images were
captured using a CCD camera (Photometrics Cascade II). Bright
eld images of the monolayer of bacteria were taken during the
inhibition tests on chip. Large areas of the device (e.g. 1.5 mm 
1.5 mm) were imaged by tiling. A Matlab program was applied
to stitch tiled pictures together to cover the whole area between
the two channels. All the images were processed with ImageJ.
Auto-contrast was applied to bright eld images, which gave rise
to clearly dened cell edges. For calculating cell areas, bright
eld images were rst background subtracted and then
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converted into binary (black and white) images. Finally, the
areas of each colony were calculated using the ‘analyzing
particle’ function in ImageJ with a circularity parameter of 0–1
and particle size from 0–innity, with the answers being given
in terms of the number of pixels. Cell numbers within the
colonies were counted manually.

Calculation of bacterial growth rates
Bacterial growth rate is dened as the increment ratio of a
population, which can be measured by the increment in cell
mass or in viable cell number. Since bacteria grow as a nonconuent monolayer on chip, cell mass in a colony can be
considered to be directly proportional to the colony's area.28
Therefore, in the exponential increment phase of the bacteria,
the growth rates of the bacteria from cell mass can be determined by eqn (1).29
ln RM ¼ ln(S/S0) ¼ mM(t  tM)

(1)

where RM is the increment ratio based on cell mass. S0 and S are
cell area at the initial time (t ¼ 0) and at time t, which are
represented by the bacterial colony areas on the chip. mM is the
specic growth rate (h1) associated with cell mass. tM is the lag
period of bacteria growth associated with cell mass.
The growth rates from the exponential increment in cell
number (RN) can be calculated by eqn (2), which is independent
of cell morphological variations.
ln RN ¼ ln(N/N0) ¼ mN(t  tN)

Results and discussion
Growth rates from cell number and cell mass without
antibiotic inhibition
It is well known that bacteria can change their morphology
under environmental stress,14 thus we evaluated the growth
parameters based on both cell mass and on viable cell number
in normal growth medium rst. Time-lapse images of a
monolayer of bacteria trapped between a porous agarose gel
membrane and a cover glass were collected for 6 hours. As a
consequence of having a single-layer culture, high resolution
images could be readily obtained during the course of the
culture (Fig. 2). Individual cells within the colony were clearly
distinguishable, allowing manual counting of cell number.
Without amoxicillin (CAM ¼ 0 mg L1), no obvious
morphological changes occurred during the course of culture.
The majority of rod-like shaped cells maintain a constant width
(Fig. S1, ESI†), although individual length varies between 3 to
11 mm due to cell division. The specic growth rate from cell
mass mM is 0.91 h1, similar to that from cell number (mN ¼
0.96 h1), suggesting that the two methods are comparable for
calculating the growth rates. The lag time calculated from cell
numbers, tN, is 2.05 h. This is longer than that calculated from
cell mass measurements, tM (1.35 h). This discrepancy reects
the inuence of cell generation on the two methods of calculating growth rates. During the process of cell generation, cell

(2)

where RN is the increment ratio based on cell number, N0 and N
are cell numbers in the colony at the initial time (t ¼ 0) and at
time t. mN is the specic growth rates (h1) associated with cell
number. tN is the lag period of bacterial growth associated with
cell number.

Evaluation of inhibition response and IC50
Inhibition rates were commonly used to characterize the
inhibitory response for diﬀerent levels of exposure to an
inhibitor, and were determined by the reduced specic growth
in comparison to a control (eqn (3)).30
IR ¼ (m0  mC)/m0

(3)

where IR is the inhibition rate, mC and m0 are the specic growth
rates at concentration c and in the absence of antibiotics
respectively. The resultant concentration–inhibition rate curves
can be tted with a logistic model,29,31 shown in eqn (4), to
represent and predict the antibiotic resistance capability of the
population.
IR ¼ a/[1 + (C/C0)b]

(4)

where a, b and C0 are constants. If a is equal to 1, then C0 is
equivalent to the IC50, i.e. the antibiotic concentration that is
half that required to inhibit growth completely (IR ¼ 0.5).
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014

Fig. 2 (A) Time-lapse images of E. coli during 6 h culture at LB
medium. Scale bar represents 10 mm. (b) Growth rates of E. coli
calculated from cell number and from cell mass (number of colonies,
n ¼ 15). For the clarity of the ﬁgure, only half-bars for the errors
(standard deviations) are shown.
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Fig. 3 (A) Diverse responses of E. coli exposed to amoxicillin. Scale bars 10 mm. (B) The deviation of growth rates from cell number and cell mass
with the increase in amoxicillin concentrations. Five adjacent colonies were selected at each amoxicillin concentrations (CAM). The error bars
show the standard deviations.
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mass increases continuously whereas cell numbers increase
periodically, aer cell division.
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Quantication of antibiotic inhibition based on cell number
and on cell mass
Previously, we showed that a stable gradient of amoxicillin
forms 20 minutes aer delivery of the “source” (i.e. 5 mg L1
amoxicillin solution) and the “sink” (a blank medium) solutions
to the microuidic channels in the PDMS chip.27 At a constant
ow rate of 0.33 mm s1, the gradient prole was stable for
hours to days (Fig. S2 and Video 1, ESI†), allowing long-term
evaluation of antibiotic inhibition on cells. The overall image of
the bacterial monolayer between the two channels obtained via
tiling provided the spatial distribution of bacteria, and thus
enabled quantitative evaluation of amoxicillin's eﬀect for the
whole range of concentrations within the gradient.
Cell morphology variations were observed under amoxicillin
inhibition, showing dependency on both amoxicillin concentrations and time scales. A hierarchical process of elongation
(i.e. lamentation), bulging, lysis and dissolution was found
during the killing process (Fig. 3A). This phenomenon showed
that cell division could be inhibited prior to the inhibition of
metabolic activity. Therefore, the numbers of cells did not
increase despite the continuous increase in total cell mass
within a colony. This led to a discrepancy in calculating the
growth rate from cell number mN and that from cell mass mM.
As shown in Fig. 3B, with the increase of amoxicillin
concentrations and period of treatment, both growth rates
decreased and the deviations between them became increasingly apparent. Since the variations were prominent in the late
period of treatment, growth rates between time 4 h and 6 h were
given for comparison (Fig. 3B). At a low concentration (e.g. CAM
¼ 1.4 mg L1), growth rates of mN (0.94 h1) and mM (0.81 h1)
are still comparable. At higher concentrations (e.g. CAM ¼
2.3 mg L1), mN (0.23 h1) reduced to about 40% value of
mM (0.52 h1). A further increase of amoxicillin concentration
led to substantial cell lysis and a rapid reduction in cell generation aer 3 hours exposure and consequently a decay stage in
the growth curve (i.e. the negative increment region in Fig. 3B,
CAM ¼ 2.5 mg L1). In contrast, the growth curve derived from
cell mass (even at CAM ¼ 3.3 mg L1) does not have such an
abrupt transition. This is principally because the time required
for a lysed cell to be dissolved leads to a gradual loss in cell
mass. This suggests that growth curves from cell number could
reect the inhibitory function of antibiotic more dramatically
and rapidly.
Despite growth rates based on mass and numbers having
diﬀerent absolute values for the same conditions, the deviations
were systematic across the whole range of concentrations. The
half maximal inhibitory concentration (IC50) is oen used to
describe the eﬀectiveness of an inhibitor and was derived from
the logistic function (eqn (4)) tting of concentration–inhibition rate curves (Fig. 4). The inhibition curve from cell number
(IRN) was slightly sharper than that from cell mass (IRM),
implying its higher sensitivity in the characterisation of bacterial response to antibiotic inhibition. The IC50 derived from the
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Inhibition curve ﬁtting using a logistic function for E. coli
exposed to amoxicillin.

Fig. 4

IRN and IRM curves are 2.33 mg L1 and 2.50 mg L1 respectively. This shows that quantications of antibiotic inhibition
by both methods are in a good agreement.
Single cell growth rates and morphological dynamics
revealing a new form of persistence
Via tracking single cell morphological variations, it became
apparent that individual cells responded diﬀerently to the same
antibiotic stress. According to the morphology of a cell and its
growth rates (i.e. mN and mM), we were able to categorise cell
responses to amoxicillin into ve states, namely (1) fast, uninhibited normal growth; (2) elongation growth (moderately
reduced mN); (3) slow growth (signicantly reduced mM and mN),
(4) bulge–lysis transition (very low mM and negative mN), and (5)
cell dissolution. It was found that the majority of cells adopted
states 1 & 2 at concentrations far below IC50 whereas states 4 & 5
prevailed at higher concentrations (CM > 3.3 mg L1).
Interestingly, the ve states were concurrently adopted by
adjacent cells at concentrations close to IC50. Several representative examples, designated by the numbers in Fig. 5A, were
exposed to an amoxicillin concentration of 2.4 mg L1. Cell-1 &
cell-2 underwent the complete sequence in the killing process,
as was observed for the majority of cells. Cell-3 shows a significantly reduced growth (i.e. state 3) throughout the 6 h antibiotic treatment, without any obvious morphological variations,
indicating that it is a possible persister in the population.15
The most surprising phenomenon occurred with cell-4
where the killing process was stopped and replaced by regrowth. There, as shown in Fig. 5A, cell-4 survived the rst 4 h of
antibiotic treatment by elongation growth with a slow growth
rate (region I in Fig. 5B). However, lysis of the adjacent cells,
cell-1 & cell-2, occurred during this time. Since amoxicillin acts
by damaging the cell wall, cytoplasm is released into the
surrounding area. This appears to be utilised by cell-4 and its
colony (arrows in Fig. 5A). Fast re-growth of cell-4's colony was
observed aer time 5 hours, and had a growth rate equivalent to
that without amoxicillin inhibition (region II in Fig. 5B). This
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(A) Time-lapse images of the acquired “opportunistic” persistence process. The inhibited cell-4 regained fast growth after utilising the
released cytoplasm from lysed cell-1 & cell-2 (indicated by the arrows). Scale bar 10 mm. (B) Growth rate (RN) of the cell-4 in ﬁgure during the 6 h
amoxicillin treatment. The average growth curve (RN) from cells without amoxicillin treatment was included as a reference.
Fig. 5

phenomenon was observed in several other places at the
concentrations close to IC50 (Fig. S3, ESI†).
It should be noted that the observed phenomenon can not be
described as the phenotype switch of a type II persister cell into
a normal growing cell, since a type II persister cell grows at a
rate that is an order of magnitude slower than a non-persister
cell.15 Cell-4 grew/divided at a comparable rate to cell-1 & cell-2
during the rst 3 h of exposure, and showed its susceptibility to

amoxicillin inhibition by lamentation at time 4 h – all indicating it is most likely to be a normal cell and is sensitive to
amoxicillin inhibition.
To evaluate whether the released cytoplasm played a role in
the fast re-growth of cell-4's colony, inhibition tests with and
without cell lysate extract from lysed E. coli were conducted in
96 well plates (protocol detailed in the ESI†). A series of amoxicillin concentrations in three diﬀerent culture mediums,

Fig. 6 The eﬀect of cell lysate extract on bacteria persistence to amoxicillin. (A–C) the growth rates of E. coli with and without cell extract under
diﬀerent amoxicillin concentrations in 96-well plates (n ¼ 3). (D) The inhibition curves of E. coli in LB broth only and in the mixture of LB and cell
extract. All data points have error bars of one standard deviation, although these are too small to be visible on some points.
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namely LB broth, cell extract in PBS, and a mixture of LB broth
and the cell extract at a ratio of 1 : 1, were used. In LB broth, the
reduction in the growth rates is clearly proportional to the
amoxicillin concentrations (Fig. 6A and S4A, ESI†). In cell
extract, the overall cell growth rate is substantially lower than
that in LB medium (Fig. 6B and S4B, ESI†). However, no obvious
inhibition was observed for all the amoxicillin concentrations,
suggesting the cell extract enhanced cell persistence. In the
mixture of cell extract and LB, the growth curves at all the
amoxicillin concentrations match well to that in LB only
without amoxicillin (Fig. 6C and S4C, ESI†) – a phenomenon
that may explain the restored growth rate of cell's 4 colony
(region II in Fig. 5B). In contrast to the sigmoidal shaped curve
from LB broth, the inhibition rates from LB & cell extract were
low and constant across all concentrations (Fig. 6D), demonstrating that cells in these conditions have higher persistence to
amoxicillin.
Taken together, this nding, suggests that bacterial persistence can be gained by normal cells that are sensitive to antibiotics if an opportunity rises. The opportunity is closely linked
with the precise response of nearby cells to the antibiotic stress.
Clearly, the opportunity of utilising the cytoplasm released from
lysed cells close-by seems pivotal. We term this acquired

Analyst

persistence in normal growing cells as an “opportunistic
persistence”.
Implication to environmental bacteria
Denitrication is a major process in the global nitrogen cycle. In
the last decade, Comamonas denitricans was identied in
various ecosystems and wastewater treatment plants as being a
bacteria that plays active roles in the process.32,33 Similar
to E. coli, in the absence of amoxicillin inhibition (i.e. CAM ¼
0 mg L1), Comamonas denitricans growth rates mM (0.40 h1)
and mN (0.44 h1) were comparable. Time lapse tracking the
growth of Comamonas denitricans under an amoxicillin
concentration gradient established on chip was carried out for
20 hours. The occurrence of the killing process, i.e. lamentation–bulge–lysis, was observed at diﬀerent concentrations during the course of treatment (Fig. 7). The
concentration–inhibition rate curves from both cell number
(rapid, <8 h) and cell mass (20 h) were obtained as described
above (Fig. S5, ESI†). The derived IC50 from cell number is 3.6
mg L1 and from cell mass is 3.8 mg L1.
Interestingly, the stimulated re-growth of the inhibited cells
was also observed in Comamonas denitricans at concentrations
close to IC50 aer 15 h amoxicillin treatment. As shown in

Fig. 7 Filamentation–bulge–lysis in Commonas denitriﬁcans community.

Fig. 8 (A) The lysis-and-regrowth in Comamonas denitriﬁcans community. Amoxicillin concentration is at 3.5 mg L1. Scale bar 10 mm. (B)
Growth rate (RM) of the reversed growing colony in (A) during the long-term period of amoxicillin treatment. The average growth rate of cells
without amoxicillin is shown for reference.
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Fig. 8A, some cells in the colony (indicated by the arrow) were
lysed and dissolved at time 16 h. This was followed by a revival
of fast growth of the remaining cells in the colony. As a result,
rather than a continuous decline in the growth rate aer 16 h,
an increase in the growth rate was observed at longer period of
antibiotic treatment (e.g. at time 20 h), as shown in Fig. 8B.
It is well known that Comamonas denitricans tends to
deposit polysaccharides and form a biolm in the environment.34,35 Thus, the inhibition of amoxicillin to Comamonas
denitricans in the environment might depend on the structure
of its biolm. In particular, the bacteria density within the lm
can be vital since it determines the spatial distance between
adjacent cells and the penetration of antibiotics (which may
consequently vary in concentration across the lm). Antibiotic
resistance of biolms is complicated36 and a detailed discussion
is beyond the scope of this work. However, it seems clear that
the inhibitory function of bacterial membrane targeting antibiotics, such as amoxicillin, may be compromised by the existence of “opportunistic persistence” in the bacterial community
in biolms.

Conclusions
Growth rates calculated from the increment in cell mass and
in cell number are widely used in the microbiological
community. Via tracking single cell morphological variations,
we have shown that there is negligible diﬀerence between the
growth rates evaluated from both methods at optimised
growth condition. However, deviations are found when
substantial morphological variations occur due to antibiotic
stresses. These deviations are systematic, and consequently
the IC50 values evaluated by both methods are in a good
agreement.
Enabled by the quantication of the growth rates and
morphological dynamics of individual cells, the most surprising
nding in this work is that sensitive bacteria can acquire
persistence during amoxicillin treatment if an opportunity arises. Such an “opportunistic” persistence is characterised by fast
re-growth of inhibited bacteria, which by chance were able to
utilise the cytoplasm leaked from lysed cells in a close proximity. As a result, the killing process was stopped, i.e. the
inhibition of amoxicillin is compromised. Such phenomenon
was observed in both E. coli and an environmental bacteria
Comamonas denitricans.
The discovery highlights the importance of studying the
heterogeneity of bacterial populations and their existence as a
community in the resistance to antibiotic stresses.
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